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Introduction. In the present work, we shall study the following two closely

related topological problems concerning infinite-dimensional normed linear

spaces.

Problem I. Given a closed subset K of an infinite-dimensional normed

linear space P, when is P ~ K homeomorphic to P?

Problem II. Given a closed subset K of an infinite-dimensional normed

linear space P, when does there exist a periodic homeomorphism of P onto

E with K as its set of fixed points?

Using the fact that every nonrefiexive Banach space contains a de-

creasing sequence of nonempty bounded closed convex subsets with empty

intersection, Klee [il] proved that if K is a compact subset of a non-

reflexive Banach space P, then P is homeomorphic to P~P. Later [13],

he showed that every infinite-dimensional normed linear space contains a

decreasing sequence of unbounded but linear bounded (for the definition,

see §1) nonempty closed convex subsets with empty intersection. He used

this result to prove that every infinite-dimensional normed linear space

P is homeomorphic to P ~~ K where K is an arbitrary compact subset of

P. As a consequence [13], if C is the unit cell of an infinite-dimensional

normed linear space P, then there exists a homeomorphism i of C onto a

closed half-space J in P such that ¿(BdC) = BdJ. Klee [il] also proved

that if P is either a nonrefiexive strictly convexifiable Banach space or an

infinite-dimensional /p-space, then Q is homeomorphic to Q U K where K

is a compact convex subset of the bounding hyperplane of an open half-

space Q in P.

Concerning the set of fixed points of a periodic homeomorphism of a

topological space into itself, a classical result of Smith [19] states that if

M is a finite-dimensional locally compact space, acyclic modp where p is
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a prime, then the set of fixed points of every homeomorphism of period p

of M into M is acyclic mod p. For infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, the

situation is quite different. A result of Klee [14] asserts that if P is a

compact subset of an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space P, then for each

integer n > 1, there exists a homeomorphism of period re of P onto P with

K as its set of fixed points.

We shall continue the study in these directions and strengthen some of

the known results. We first prove that in every infinite-dimensional normed

linear space there exists a sequence j C„ j of unbounded but linearly bounded

closed convex bodies with empty intersection and Int. C„ D Cn+1 for each

re = 0,1,2, ••• . Then we are able to prove (Theorem 1.3) that if P is a

bounded closed convex subset of an infinite-dimensional normed linear

space P, then there exists a homeomorphism i of P X [0, l] onto (P X (0, l])

U((P-P)X|0|) such that i(E X ¡0| ) = (P - P) X [0 | and ¿(x,l)

= (x, 1) for all x in P. Applying a result of Bartle and Graves [2] and

Theorem 1.3, we shall show in Theorem 3.5 that for every closed subset

K of a closed linear subspace F of infinite deficiency in a Banach space P,

P ~ K is homeomorphic to P. If, in addition, Q is an open half-space in P

such that the bounding hyperplane of Q contains P, then Q is homeomorphic

to Q U K. Using these properties of an infinite-dimensional Banach space

P, we can show (Theorem 5.3) that for every closed subset P of a closed

linear subspace of infinite deficiency in P and for each positive integer re,

there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of P onto P with K as its set

of fixed points; in case P is a Hilbert space, then for each integer re > 1,

there exists a homeomorphism of period re of P onto P with K as its set of

fixed points. Now, for every compact subset K of an infinite-dimensional

Hilbert space P, there exists a homeomorphism i of P onto P such that

i(K) is contained in a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in P

[12], hence Klee's result concerning the set of fixed points of a periodic

homeomorphism, mentioned in the last paragraph, is a consequence of

Theorem 5.3.

The above results concerning Problems I, II deal with those sets P

which are "small" in the sense that P is a closed subset of a closed linear

subspace of infinite deficiency in a Banach space. Next, we shall consider

those sets K which are "large" in the sense that P is a closed convex body

of an infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of a Banach space P. For

a closed convex body P in an infinite-dimensional Banach space P, the

characteristic cone \y E E\x + [0, oo)(y - x) C K\ of K relative to x E K

is either a linear variety of finite deficiency, a linear variety of infinite

deficiency, or not a linear variety. We shall show in Theorems 2.5, 2.6 that,

if the characteristic cone of a closed convex body K of an infinite-

dimensional Banach space P is not a linear variety of finite deficiency in
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P, then there exists a homeomorphism i of P onto P such that i(K) is a

closed half-space J in P and ¿(BdP) is the bounding hyperplane of J.

Hence, by using Theorem 1.3, we can prove (Theorem 3.1) that if P is an

infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of a Banach space E and K is

a closed convex body in P such that the characteristic cone of K is not a

linear variety of finite deficiency in E, then E is homeomorphic to E ~ K.

In case the characteristic cone of K is a linear variety of finite deficiency,

E is not necessarily homeomorphic to E ~ K. For example, P is not homeo-

morphic to E ~ 77, where 77 is a closed hyperplane in P. On the other

hand, if K is a closed convex body on the bounding hyperplane of an open

half-space Q of an infinite-dimensional Banach space P, it is unknown

whether or not Q and QVjK are homeomorphic. In particular, it is unknown

whether or not Q is homeomorphic to Q U Bd Q. Since Q U Bd Q is homeo-

morphic to the unit cell of P (Theorem 2.4), this is equivalent to the

following problem: When is an infinite-dimensional Banach space homeo-

morphic to its unit cell? This leads to the following question: Let K be a

closed convex body of a closed linear subspace of finite deficiency in an

infinite-dimensional Banach space P. When is K homeomorphic to P? Klee

[il] showed that every infinite-dimensional Hubert space is homeomorphic

to its unit cell and unit sphere. Later [16], he showed that if a Banach space

E contains an h-compressible proper closed linear subspace, then E is

homeomorphic to its unit cell. In Theorem 4.3, we show that if a Banach

space E contains a closed linear subspace P of infinite deficiency such that

P is homeomorphic to l2, if K is a closed convex body of a closed linear

subspace P of finite deficiency in P, then K is homeomorphic to E and

BdFK is homeomorphic either to P or P X Sn for some non-negative integer

n, where Sn is the n-sphere. Concerning Problem II, Theorem 5.2 states

that if P is an infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of a Banach space

P and K is a closed convex body in P such that the characteristic cone of

K is not a linear variety of finite deficiency in P, then, for each positive

integer n, there exists a homeomorphism of period 2n of E onto P with

BdFK as its set of fixed points; in case P is an infinite-dimensional Hubert

space, then, for each integer n > 1, there exists a homeomorphism of period

n of P onto E with K as its set of fixed points.

Notations. All topological vector spaces considered are real vector spaces

with the Hausdorff property. The field of real numbers is denoted by

P, [m,re]= ¡a G R\m = oí -¿ n\, (m,n] = ja G R\m < a ^ n\, and (m,n)

= \aE R\m < a < n\. For x,y in a vector space P,

(x,y}= \aX+(l-a)y\0^a<l\.

The empty set is denoted by 0. P ~ A = \x E E\x G A |. For a subset K

of a subspace P of a topological space P, Int. K will denote the interior of
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K in P, K will denote the closure of K in P and BdFP will denote the

boundary of K relative to P. For two topological spaces P, P, E ^ F will

mean that P is homeomorphic to P.

1. Preliminary theorems. A closed convex subset K of an Euclidean space

is bounded if and only if its intersection with each line is bounded. This

is not true in an infinite-dimensional normed linear space. The following

terminology is introduced by Klee [12].

A subset of a linear space is said to be linearly bounded if its intersection

with each line is a bounded subset.

Theorem 1.1. In every infinite-dimensional normed linear space E, there

exists a sequence j C„ j of unbounded but linearly bounded closed convex bodies

such that Dr=oCn = 0 and Int.C„D Cn+U C„^0, for each ra = 0,1,2, •••.

Proof. Case 1. E is separable.

By a theorem of Klee [13], there exists a sequence of continuous linear

functionals j/,}, flf-i/f^O) = {0}, ||/,|| = 1 for each i = 1,2, • • • and a

sequence of positive integers jra¿¡ such that the closed convex set P0

= Í1 /Li/rx([ — ra¡, ra¿]) is an unbounded but linearly bounded subset of P.

By the uniform boundedness principle [6], P admits a continuous linear

functional /, ||/|| = 1, such that supDo /= <». Let Dn = D0 D /_1[ra, œ)

for ra = 1,2, •• • . Then jP„¡ is a decreasing sequence of unbounded but

linearly bounded closed convex sets with empty intersection.

For a given e > 0 and a subset A of P, let NtA = {x G P| || x - a\\ < t

for some a in A \. It is clear that if A is a convex subset of P, then NtA

is also a convex subset.

We claim that for any i, 0 < t < °°, iV,P„ is a linearly bounded subset

of P for each ra = 0,1,2, • • • .

For an arbitrary x in P, there is an integer i such that /,(x) =5^0.

Choose m so that m\b\ > n¿+ e. Then for any a, \a\ ^ m, and any

yG/rH[-ra¿,ra¡]) we have e < m\b\ - re¡ ̂  |a| |5| - n¡ ^ |a5| - |/,(y) |

á\fi(ax-y)\ á|/¡I -llax-yl =||aX-y||. Since D>Cf,rl([~ »fo»<]),
this implies that ax is not in iV,P„ for all a, \a\ ^ m. Since N,Dn is convex,

it follows easily that iV,P„ is a linearly bounded subset for each re = 0,1,2, • • ■ .

Let C„ = Nv2nDn, ra = 0,1,2, • • • . It is easy to prove that C„ G Ny2n-\Dn.

We have shown that N,Dn is linearly bounded for each re = 0,1,2, • • • and

each e > 0. Hence j C„} is a sequence of unbounded but linearly bounded

closed convex bodies, Int.C„ D C„+1 for each re = 0,1, 2, ■ • • . It remains to

show that (1^=0 C„ = 0.

Suppose xE n„"=oCn. For each integer m ^ 0, there exist ymnENll2nDn

such that |x-ymJ < 1/2"1 for each ra = 0,1,2,-••. ymnGNV2nDn implies

that there exists zmnEDn such that ||yra„-ZmJ < 1/2". Hence ||x-2nn||
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á|x-*»| +\\ynn-znn\\ <l/2n+l/2n=l/2"-1-0asre^ ». Since jDn}

is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets and znn E Dn for each n = 0,1,2, • • •,

this implies that x E Dn for each re = 0,1,2, • • • , contradiction.

Case 2. P is not separable.

Let F be a separable closed linear subspace of P. By Case 1, there exists

a sequence of unbounded but linearly bounded closed convex subsets j Dn \

of P with empty intersection. For each x E P ~ F, by the Hahn-Banach

theorem, there is a continuous linear functional g on P such that g(P)

= 0, g(x) = M 0. By an argument similiar to the argument of Case 1, it

can be shown that for each«, 0^«<co, NtDn= \xE E\\\x — a\\ <t

for some a in Dn | is a linearly bounded subset of P, for each re = 0,1,2, • • • .

Let Cn = Ny,2nDn, then ¡C„| is a sequence of unbounded but linearly

bounded closed convex bodies in P with empty intersection and Int.C„

DC„+1  for  each  re = 0,1,2,..-.  Q.E.D.

The following concept introduced by Steinitz and also studied by Stoker

[20] is useful in classifying the closed convex subsets in a topological vector

space (see §2): Let A be a closed convex subset of a topological vector space

P and xEA. The characteristic cone of A relative to x is the set cc(A;x)

= |yEP|x + [0, »)(y — x) C A ¡. It is clear that if x,y E A, then cc(A;x)

= cc(A;y) + (x — y). Thus if no confusion is possible, we shall simply speak

of the characteristic cone of A.

We need the following lemma of Corson and Klee [4] in proving

Theorem 1.3.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose P„ i= 1,2, are topological vector spaces, A,,P, are

closed convex bodies in- E¡ and y, E P¿ such that y, E Int. A¡ C A, C Int.P,

and cc(A¿;y;) = cc(P¡;y;). Then every homeomorphism h of BdPj onto

BdP2 can be extended to a homeomorphism k of Px ~ Int.A! onto B2 ~~ Int.A2

such   that   Hx) Eiy2,hiz)]   whenever   2EBdP!   and  xE iyi,z]^ lnt.Ax.

Theorem 1.3. For every bounded closed convex subset K of an infinite-

dimensional normed linear space E, there exists a homeomorphism i of

PX[0,1] onto (PX (0,1]) U((P~P) X ¡0j) such that i(x, 1) = (x, 1)

for all x in E and i(E X |0 j) = (P - K) X \0\.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a sequence jC„j of unbounded but

linearly bounded closed convex bodies such that Int.C„D C„+1 for each

re = 0,1,2, ••• and \\n-oCn=0. By considering |aC„¡, for some a ER,

instead of |C„|, if necessary, we may assume that PClnt.C0.

Let F = E X R be the product space of P and P. Define

C„X-r^'^T^    '       « = 0,1,2,re + 1  re + 1
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Choose ynGlnt.C„, n = 0,1,2, •••. Then the sequence {A„j has the fol-

lowing properties:

An is a closed convex body in P, (yn,0) E Int.A„ and Int.A„D An+i for

all n = 0,1,2, • • ■ . cc(A„ (yn,0)) = (yn,0) for each 0 á-i á n.  C)^0An = 0.

Now, let P0 = A0. Let e be a positive number such that P0 contains the

2f-neighborhood    N2t(Kx\0\)     of    PxjOJ.     For     R^l,     let     Bn

= Ni/n(Kx j0|).   Let  z„=(0,0)   for   all   n = 0,1,2, •••.   Then   the   se-

quence  j P„ |  has the following  properties:

P„ is a closed convex body in P, z„ G Int.P„, Int.P„ 3 Pn+i for all

n = 0,1,2,....  cc(P„z„) = z„  for  all   0 ^ ¿ ̂  rc   and   íl„".A = Kx|0|.

Let ¿o be the identity mapping of P~ Int.A0. Then ¿0(BdA0) = BdP0.

By Lemma 1.2, ¿0|BdA0 can be extended to a homeomorphism ix of A0

— Int.A! onto P0 — Int.Pi which takes points of PxjOj into PxjO}.

Continuing in this way, we obtain a sequence of homeomorphisms

¿o, ii, ¿2, • ■ • such that in(An_x ~ Int.AJ = P„_i ~ Int.P„ for each n = 1,

2,3,.... Let ¿=U,r=oi*. Since fl;=oAn = 0, D;.0Pn = K X \0\, it
follows that i is a homeomorphism of P onto P ~ (K X \ 0 \ ). The restriction

of i on PX [0,1] is a homeomorphism of Px[0,l] onto (P X (0, l])

U((P~X) X (01) such that i(x,l) = (x,l) for all x in P and ¿(P X j0|)
= (P-P)X{0¡.       Q.E.D.

2. Classification of closed convex bodies. We begin with a result of Bartle

and Graves [2], extended to the present form (Lemma 2.1) by Michael

[18]. A consequence (Corollary 2.3) of the result is needed in the proofs

of Theorem 2.5 and most of the results in §§3,4,5.

Lemma 2.1 (Bartle-Graves). Let f be a continuous linear mapping of a

Banach space E onto a Banach space F. Then there exist a positive constant

m and a continuous mapping g of F into E such that fog(x) = x, g(ax)

= ag(x), ||g(*)|| g m\\x\\ for all x in F and a in R.

Let G = /-'(0). For each (x,y)EFxG, define

\\\(x,y)\\\ -max(|x|,|y|).

It can be proved that P X G is a Banach space with the norm |||  |||.

Theorem 2.2. Let f be a continuous linear mapping of a Banach space E

onto a Banach space F. Then there exists a homeomorphism h of E onto F X G,

G = f-\0), such that h(y) = (0,y) for all y in G and \\\h(y)¡\ =\\y\\ for
all yEE.

Proof. By the previous lemma, there is a continuous mapping g of F into

P such that fog(x) = x, g(ax) = ag(x), \\g(x)\\ ^ m\\x\\ for all x in P

and all a in P. Define hy.E-^FxG by hl(y) = (f(y), y-gof(y))

for all y in P. It can be proved that hx is a homeomorphism of P onto F X G
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such that fti(y) = (0,y) for all y in P. Define h:E^FxG by ft(y)

= lblAiCy)/|||AiCy)||| if fti(y)^0, that is, y^O, and ft(0) = (0,0). Then
¡y||/(l + m) z% I hyiy) ||| =g ((m + 1)|/| +l)|y|| for all y in P and ft is a

homeomorphism of P onto P X G such that ft(y) = (0,y) for all y in P and

III Ä(y) HI =||y||   for all y in P.        Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3. For any closed linear subspace F of a Banach space E, there

exists a homeomorphism ft of E onto (P/P) X F such that h(y) = (0,y) for

all y in F.

Proof. Let / be the canonical mapping of E onto the Banach space P/P.

The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.        Q.E.D.

Clearly, the characteristic cone of a closed convex body in an infinite-

dimensional normed linear space is either a linear variety of infinite

deficiency or a linear variety of finite deficiency or is not a linear variety.

We shall consider each case separately.

Theorem 2.4. Let E be an infinite-dimensional normed linear space,

C=\xEE\\\x\\ z%l} and S = \xE E\ \\x\\ = l|. Let J be a closed half-
space in E with bounding hyperplane H. Then there exists a homeomorphism

i of E onto E such that i(Q = J and i(S) = H.

Proof. By Theorem 1.3, P is homeomorphic to P ~ {0}. Using this prop-

erty of P, Klee [13] proved that there exists a homeomorphism j of C onto

J which maps S onto H. Without loss of generality, we may assume

OEJ-H. Define i of P onto P by t'(x) = j(x) if x EC, i(x) = | x||;'(x/1| x|| )

if x É C. It is clear that i is a homeomorphism and i(C) = J, i(S) = H.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.5. Let K be a closed convex body in a Banach space E. If the

characteristic cone of K is a closed linear variety L of infinite deficiency in E,

then there exists a homeomorphism i of E onto E such that i(K) is a closed

half-space J in E and ¿(BdP) is the bounding hyperplane of J.

Proof. We may assume that OElnt.P, OGL.

Case 1. Suppose P= )0), that is, P is a linearly bounded closed con-

vex body in P.

For any point y ¿¿ 0 in P, there exists a unique point x in BdP such that

y = ax for some scalar a > 0. Define j:E—>E by

x
jiy) = cz—^    for ally ^OinP;       y = ax,xE BdP,

1*1

and

7(0) = 0.
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Then; is a homeomorphism of E onto P such that j(K) = C and ./(BdP)

= S. Let i] be a homeomorphism of P onto E such that ix(C) is a closed

half-space J and ix(S) is the bounding hyperplane H of J obtained in

Theorem 2.4. Then i = i^oj is a homeomorphism of P onto E, i(K) = J,

¿(BdP) = P.
Case 2. Suppose dimL ^ 1.

We claim that K = UxeK(x + L).

It is clear that K E KjxeK(x + L). Given any x G K, y EL, since y/X

EL for all real numbers X>0 and K is convex, (1 — X)x + X(y/X)

= (1 — X)x + y is in K for all 0 < X ̂  1. Let X —» 0; then we have x + y

E K because K is closed.

By Corollary 2.3, the mapping A of P onto (P/L) X L, defined by A(x)

= (/ (x), x — g o / (x) ) for all x in P where / is the canonical mapping of P

onto P/L, is a homeomorphism. Since K = UIg/í(x + L) and the charac-

teristic cone of K is L, f(K) is a linearly bounded closed convex body in

P/L and A(P) — f(K) XL. Let J be a closed half-space in P; we may

assume that the bounding hyperplane H of J contains L. By Case 1, there

exists a homeomorphism i of P/L onto P/L such that i(f(K)) = J/L,

i(Bdf(K)) = P/L. The mapping ¿XI, (i X 1) (x,y) = (¿(x),y) for all
(x,y) in (P/L) X L, is a homeomorphism of (P/L) X L onto (P/L) X L

which maps/(P) X L onto (J/L) X L, (Bd/(P)) X L = BdA(P) onto (H/L)
X L. Hence j = h~1o(i X 1) oA is a homeomorphism of P onto P, y(P)

= J, j(BdP) = P.       Q.E.D.
Remark. Using the argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3,

Corson and Klee [4] proved that if F is a closed linear subspace of infinite

deficiency in a normed linear space P, then P is homeomorphic to E ~ P.

They were then able to prove Theorem 2.5 in case P is an infinite-

dimensional normed linear space. However, the proof of Theorem 2.5 is

simpler.

Theorem 2.6. Let K be a closed convex body in a normed linear space P.

// the characteristic cone of K is not a linear variety then there is a homeo-

morphism i of E onto E such that i(K) is a closed half-space J in E and

¿(BdP) is the bounding hyperplane of J.

Proof. We may assume 0 G K, OEJ^H. There is a homeomorphism j

of K onto J such that j(BdK) = H, j(K) = J [11, p. 30]. For each ele-

ment y in P ~ K, there exists a unique point x in Bd P such that y = «x

for some scalar a > 0. Define i of P onto E by ¿(y) — j(y) if y is in K,

i(y) = acj(x) if yEE-^K, y = ax, xGBdP. It can be proved that ¿ is

a homeomorphism of P onto P, ¿(P) = J, ¿(BdP) = H.       Q.E.D.

The above two results are to be compared with the following result of

Klee [11].
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Theorem 2.7. If the characteristic cone of a closed convex body K of a

normed linear space E is a linear variety L of finite deficiency re ire P, then

there is a homeomorphism i of K onto L X Cn where Cn is the unit cell in n-

dimensional Euclidean space and i(BdP) = L X S„_i where S„_! is the

in — l)-sphere.

3. Closed subsets P of an infinite-dimensional normed linear space P

such that P and P — P are homeomorphic. First, we consider the case when

P is a closed convex body of an infinite-dimensional closed linear variety

of a Banach space P. Then we shall consider the case when P is a closed

subset of a closed linear variety of infinite deficiency in a Banach space P.

Theorem 3.1. Let F be an infinite-dimensional closed linear variety of a

Banach space E. If the characteristic cone of a closed convex body K of F is

not alinear variety of finite deficiency in F, then E and E ~ P are homeomorphic.

Proof. We may assume that F is a closed linear subspace. Corollary 2.3

asserts that there is a homeomorphism ft of P onto (P/P) X F such that

ft(x) = (0, x) for all x in P and ||ft(x)|| = ||x|| for all x in P. By Theorems

2.5, 2.6, there exists a homeomorphism k of F onto F such that k(K)

= CF, the unit cell of P. The mapping i = ft_1o (1 X k) oft, (1 X fc)(x,y)

= (x,k(y)) for all (x,y) in (P/P) X F, is a homeomorphism of P onto P

such that ¿(P) is a closed convex subset of the unit cell of P. By Theorem

1.3, there exists a homeomorphism j of P onto P~ ¿(P). The mapping

i~1ojoi is a homeomorphism of P onto P ~ P.       Q.E.D.

Remark. If the characteristic cone of K is a linear variety of finite

deficiency, then P is not necessarily homeomorphic to P ~ P. For example,

P is not homeomorphic to P ~ H when H is a closed hyperplane in P.

Lemma 3.2. For every infinite-dimensional normed linear space E, there

exists a homeomorphism j of ((P ~ )0|) X (0, l]) U (E X \0\) onto

Ex [0,1] such that jix,Q) = (x,0) for all x in E.

Proof. By Theorem 1.3, there exists a homeomorphism i of Px [0, l]

onto (PX (0,1])U((P~|0¡) X |0¡) such that ¿(P X |0¡) = (P ~ J0j)
X ¡0|. By identifying (P ~ ¡0[) X ¡0} with E~{0}, there is a homeo-

morphism ¿o of P onto P~ {0} defined by ¿0(x) = ¿(x,0) for all x in P.

Define

;: ((PH0|)X[0,1])U(J0|X[0|)-*PX[0,1]

by

v (iiiôHx),^   iff*«,
j(x,t) = {

l(x,t) if i=0.
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It can be proved that /' is a homeomorphism of ((P ~ j0¡) X [0, l])

U(|0|x{0|) onto Px[0,l] such that j(x,0) = (x,0) for all x in P.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. For any infinite-dimensional normed linear space E, there

exists a homeomorphism i of (P X (0,1]) U (0,0) onto Ex (0,1] such that

iix, 1) = (x, 1) for all x in E.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a homeomorphism j of P X [0, l] onto

((P~ j0|) X(0,1])U(PX j0|) = ((P-¡0})X [0,1]) U(0,0) such that

j(x,0) = (x,0)   for  all  x  in  P.   Define   ¿i of P X [0, l]   onto

((P~J0})X[0,1])U({0JXJ0,1})

by iy(x,t) =j(x,2t) if 0 £ t ^ 1/2; ix(x,t) =j(x,2 - 2r) if 1/2 á*á 1. It is
easy to prove that ¿i is a homeomorphism and ix(x, 1) = (x, 1) ; ix(x, 0) = (x, 0)

for all x in P.

Since P is a metric space and J0¡ is conveniently situated in E [11,

(2.4)], there exists a homeomorphism i2 of ((P ~ JO}) X (0,1]) U

({0} X {0,1} ) onto ((P ~ J0| ) X (0,1]) U (JO j X j 1/2,1} ) such that i2(x, 1)

= (x,l) for all x in P. Define i3 of ((P- ¡0|) X (0,l])U({0} X [1/2,1})

onto PX (0,1] by i3(x,t) = iï\x,2t) if 0 < t ¿, 1/2; i3(x,t) = ix\x,2t - 1)

if 1/2 £ t ^ 1. It can be proved that i3 is a homeomorphism such that

i3(x, 1) = (x, 1) for all x in P. Hence the mapping i = i3oi2oix is a homeo-

morphism of (PX (0,1]) U(0,0) onto PX (0,1] such that i(x,l) = (x,l)

for all x in P.       Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4. If F is a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a

Banach space E, then E and E ~ F are homeomorphic. If, in addition, Q is

an open half-space in E whose bounding hyperplane H contains F then there

exists a homeomorphism f of Q onto Q \J F such that f(x0 + y) —y for all y

in F where x0 is in Q.

Proof. By Corollary 2.3, there is a homeomorphism h of P onto (E/F) X F

such that h(x) = (0,x) for all x in P. Since E/F is an infinite-dimensional

Banach space, by Theorem 1.3, there exists a homeomorphism g of E/F

onto (P/P)~j0(. Define

k:(E/F) XF^((E/F) XP)-(J0}XP)

by

k(x,y) = (g(x),y)        for all (x,y) in (E/F) X F.

It is clear that k is a homeomorphism of (E/F) X F onto ((E/F) X F)

— (j 0 ¡ X P). The mapping h l ok oh is a homeomorphism of P onto P ~ P.

By hypothesis, P is contained in the bounding hyperplane 77 of an open

half-space Q, hence 77 is homeomorphic to (H/F) X F. Hence
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P«PX(- »,») ~(H/F) XFX (- -,oo) ~(H/F) X(- *,«) X P,

Q « P X (0, oo) « (P/P) X PX (0, co) « (P/P) x (0, oo) x P,

QUP« ((P/P) X (0, co) x P) U ({0} X {0} X P).

To prove Q and Q U P are  homeomorphic,  it  suffices  to  show   (H/F)

X ( — œ, - ) x P   is   homeomorphic    to

((P/P)X(0, co)xP)U(J0}XJ0JXP).

By Lemma 3.3, there  is  a  homeomorphism f0 of  (H/F) X (0, oo)   onto

((H/F) X (0, oo)) u (0,0). Define

/: (H/F) X (0, co) x P- ((H/F) X (0, ») X P) U ({0} X |0| X F)
by

/(x,i,y) = (f0(x,t),y)    for all (x,i,y) in (P/P) X (0, co) X F.

It is easy to prove that / is a homeomorphism of (H/F) X (0, co) x F

onto ((H/F) X (0, co) X P) U ({0} X {0} X F). Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.5. Let F be a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a

Banach space E. Let Q be an open half-space in E whose bounding hyperplane

H contains P. // K is a closed subset in F, then Q is homeomorphic to Q (J K

and E is homeomorphic to E ~ K.

Proof. By the previous lemma, to prove that Q and Q (J K are homeo-

morphic it suffices to show that Q U F and Q U K are homeomorphic.

For x in P, let 4>(x) = infj ||x — a|| \a G K\. Clearly, 0 is a real-valued

continuous function on P. Define

g: ((H/F) X (0, co) x P) U (|0| X [0| X F)

- ((H/F) X (0, co ) x P) U (| 01 X {01 X P)

by

( (x,t,y) if yEK,

g(x,t,y) = |  / /   x        t   \   \

where f0 is  a  homeomorphism  of  (H/F) X (0, ») onto  ((H/F) X (0, œ))

U (0,0) such that f0(x,t) = (x,t) for t ^ 1 obtained by Lemma 3.3.

To show g is continuous, it suffices to show if yn(£K,yn—+y E K, then

g(x, t,yn) —>g(x, t,y). Since f0(x,t) = (x,t) for t â 1, for re sufficiently large,
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This implies that g(x,t,yn) ~^g(x,t,y) as yn—>y. Clearly, g is a one-to-one

and onto mapping. Define

gy: ((H/F) X (0, ») X P) U ({0} X {0} X K)

-((P/P)X(0,oo)xP)U(iO}x|0|xP)

by

{(x,t,yj if y EP,

gi(x,t,y) = \ i i x       t  \   \

Then if <t>(y) > 0, we have gogy(x,t,y) = gi<b(y)h(x/<b(y),t/<b(y)),y)

= (4>(y)f,\4>(y)f^(x/<p(y),t/^(y))/<b(y)),y)=(^iy)f^oUx/<b(y),t/<b(y)),y)
= ix, t, y). This implies that gy is the inverse of g. By similar argument as g,

it can be proved that gx is continuous. Hence g is a homeomorphism. We

have shown that Q (J F is homeomorphic to Q(J K.

By Lemma 3.4, the mapping / of (H/F) X (0, oo) x F onto

((P/P)X(0,oo)xP)U((0ix|0[xP)

defined by f(x,t,y) = (f0(x,t),y) for (x,i,y) in (P/P) X (0, ») x P is a

homeomorphism. Hence g of is a homeomorphism of iH/F) X (0, ») x P

onto ((P/P) X (0, oo) x P) U ({0} X [Oj X K) and gof(x0,t0,y) = (0,0,y)

for all y in P where /0(x0,i0) = (0,0). The restriction of ig of)'1 on (P/P)

X (0, oo) x F is a homeomorphism of (P/P) X (0, oo) x P onto

((P/P) X (0, oo) x F) U (¡xoj X |ioi X P).

This can be used to define a homeomorphism of P onto P ~ K.       Q.E.D.

Remark. The restriction of g on

HH/F) X (0, ==) X F) U ({0} X )0| X (F~ P))

is a homeomorphism onto (H/F) X (0, oo) x P. Since P is a closed subset

of P, P ~ K is an open subset in P. This implies that supposing F is a closed

linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a Banach space P and Q is an open

half-space in P such that the bounding hyperplane of Q contains P, then

for any open subset G in F, Q is homeomorphic to Q U G.

Remark. In case P is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, Theorem 3.5

had been proved by Klee [14] implicitly.

Corollary 2.3 is not available in the proof of Theorems 3.1, 3.5 when P

is not complete [15]. But if there exists a projection of P onto F, then

P = GX F for some closed linear subspace G in P. Using the property that

E = G X F in place of Corollary 2.3 we can prove the following results.
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Theorem 3.6. Let F be a closed linear subspace of finite deficiency in an

infinite-dimensional normed linear space E. Let K be a closed convex body in F.

(a) If the characteristic cone of K is not a linear variety, then E is homeo-

morphic to E ~ K.

(b) If the characteristic cone of K is a linear variety L of infinite deficiency

in F and if there exists a continuous projection of F onto L, then E is homeo-

morphic to E ~ K.

Theorem 3.7. Let F be a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a

normed linear space E such that there exists a continuous projection of E onto

P. If K is a closed subset of F then E and E ~ K are homeomorphic. If, in

addition, Q is an open half-space in E such that the bounding hyperplane of

Q contains F, then Q and Q U K are homeomorphic.

4. Topological equivalence of a Banach space with its closed convex sub-

sets. The problem whether an open half-space Q of an infinite-dimensional

Banach space E is homeomorphic to Q U Bd Q is equivalent to whether E

is homeomorphic to its unit cell (Theorem 2.4). In this section, we shall

consider the problem that if K is a closed convex body of a closed linear

subspace of finite deficiency in a Banach space P, when is K homeomorphic

to P? We shall first prove two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let B be a Banach space containing a proper closed linear

subspace F which is homeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional Hubert space.

If a Banach space E admits a continuous linear mapping f onto B, then E,

C = jx GP|||x|| ¿ 1 ¡ and S = jx G P|||x|| = 1} are homeomorphic.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a homeomorphism h of P onto

P = BxG, G = /-1(0), such that |||A(x)||| =||x|| for all x in P. To prove

the theorem, it suffices to show that P, Cp = (x£P||||x||| = 1} and SP

= {x£P||||x||| = 1} are homeomorphic. Let Y=PxjO}. Y is a proper

closed linear subspace of P and Y is homeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional

Hubert space X. A theorem of Klee [11] assures that X, Xx (0, a>) and

X X [0, oo ) are homeomorphic. Hence Y, Y X (0, ») and Yx[0, °°) are

homeomorphic. Since Y is a proper closed linear subspace of P, there is a

closed hyperplane H in P containing Y. Using Corollary 2.3 and the prop-

erties of Y, we have

P«PX(0, oo)«(P/Y)X YX(0, oo) *(H/Y)X YX [0,»)

~77x[0, oo) ~CP,

P « 77 X (0, ») * (77/ Y) X Y X (0, oo)

~(H/Y)XY~H~SP. Q.E.D.
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Remark 1. This lemma is a consequence of a result of Klee [16]. But the

proof is simpler.

Remark 2. Klee [13] showed that for every infinite-dimensional normed

linear space P, the unit cell C of P is homeomorphic to P ~ Int.C. Hence

the problem whether an infinite-dimensional normed linear space E is

homeomorphic to its unit cell C is equivalent to the problem whether P

is homeomorphic to P~ Int.C. Notice that in Theorem 1.3, we have

shown that every infinite-dimensional normed linear space P is homeo-

morphic to E ~~ C.

Remark 3. We have shown that the unit sphere S of an infinite-

dimensional Banach space E is homeomorphic to a closed hyperplane of

P. Hence the problem whether every infinite-dimensional Banach space is

homeomorphic to its unit sphere is equivalent to the problem whether every

infinite-dimensional Banach space is homeomorphic to a closed hyperplane.

Let P be a separable infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of a

Banach space P. Let H be a closed hyperplane in P containing P. Let HF

be a closed hyperplane in P. By Corollary 2.3, P « (H/HF) X HF and

E~(E/HF)XHF~(H/HF)X(- oo,œ)xHF~H/HFxF. Hence if P

is homeomorphic to HF, then P and P are homeomorphic. Now suppose

E is a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space, then there exists a con-

tinuous linear mapping / of h onto P [6]. Let G be the kernel of /, then G

is a closed linear subspace of lx. E is isomorphic to lx/G and the closed hyper-

plane P of E is isomorphic to f~1(H)/G. f~l(H) is a closed hyperplane in

lu So the problem is reduced to the following: If G is a closed linear sub-

space of lx and P is a closed hyperplane in lx containing G, does there

exist a homeomorphism of lx onto H which maps G onto G? A recent result

of Bessaga and Pe'/czynski [3] showed that every infinite-dimensional

closed linear subspace of lx is homeomorphic to lx.

Lemma 4.2. Let E be a Banach space containing a closed linear subspace F

of infinite deficiency which is homeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional Hilbert

space. If L is a closed linear subspace of finite deficiency m in E, then for each

integer re ̂  0, P and L X [0,1]" are homeomorphic.

Proof. Since P is a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in P, there

exists a closed linear subspace M of deficiency m in P such that P is con-

tained in M. It is easy to define a linear homeomorphism of E onto P which

mapsL onto M. Hence we may assume that P is contained in L. Since P

is homeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, F is homeo-

morphic to P X Rm [ll]. Hence we have

E « L X Rm « (L/F) X F x Rm « (L/F) XF~L.
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For re > 0, to show that P and L X [0, l]" are homeomorphic, it suffices to

show that P and H X [0, l] are homeomorphic where P is a closed hyper-

plane in P. We may assume that H contains P. By Lemma 4.1, H and CH,

the unit cell of H, are homeomorphic. Since the unit cell C of P is homeo-

morphic to CH X [0,1 ], we have

P~C~CHX [0,l]~Px[0,l]. Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.3. Let E be a Banach space containing a closed linear subspace

B of infinite deficiency such that B is homeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional

Hilbert space. Let F be a closed linear variety of finite deficiency in E, and K

a closed convex body in F.

(a) If the characteristic cone of K is not a linear variety of finite deficiency

in F, then E,K and BdFP are homeomorphic.

(b) If the characteristic cone of K is a linear variety of finite deficiency re ¿re

P, iftere K is homeomorphic to E and BdFP is homeomorphic to E X S„-i,

where Sn^x is the (re — l)-sphere.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that P contains P.

(a) From Theorems 2.5, 2.6, P is homeomorphic to CF = jx E P| || x|| ^ 1 j

and BdfP is homeomorphic to SF= )xEP| ||x|| = 1 j. Lemma 4.1 implies

that CF, SF and F are homeomorphic. Hence P, BdFP and P are homeo-

morphic. But P is homeomorphic to P by Lemma 4.2. This shows that K

and BdFK are homeomorphic to P.

(b) By Theorem 2.7, P is homeomorphic to L X Cn and BdFP is homeo-

morphic to L X Sn-y. Lemma 4.2 assures that F, L and Lx[0,lf are

homeomorphic. Hence P is homeomorphic to P and BdFP is homeomorphic

to PxS„_!. But P is homeomorphic to P. The proof of the theorem is

completed.        Q.E.D.

Remark. Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 should be compared with the

following result of Corson and Klee [4]: Suppose the normed linear space

P admits (for each finite re) a closed linear subspace of deficiency re which

is homeomorphic with its own unit cell. Then P is homeomorphic with all

its closed convex bodies.

Remark 2. Every infinite-dimensional Banach space clearly contains a

separable infinite-dimensional proper closed linear subspace. If Banach's

conjecture that all separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces are homeo-

morphic is true, then every infinite-dimensional Banach space would con-

tain a proper closed linear subspace homeomorphic to l2. Hence if Banach's

conjecture is true, Theorem 4.3 would imply that if K is a closed convex

body in a closed linear subspace of finite deficiency in an infinite-dimensional

Banach space P, then K is homeomorphic to P and BdFP is homeomorphic

to P or P X Sn for some integer re ^ 0.
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Remark 3. If P is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then every

infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace P of P is isomorphic to P. Let

P be a closed convex body in P. By Theorem 4.3, P is homeomorphic to

P, hence to P. Klee [12] had proved that every locally compact closed

convex subset of an infinite-dimensional normed linear space is homeo-

morphic either to [0, l]mX (0,1)" or [0, l]mX [0,1), where ret, re are cardinal

numbers, 0 i% m ^ N0, 0 z% re < N0. Hence it is natural to ask whether in

an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space P, there exists a closed convex but

not locally compact subset P, which is not contained in any proper closed

linear subspace of P and every point of P is a boundary point. The answer

is positive. Let K = \xEk\x = (xltx2, • •■), x, ^ 0 for all ¿=1,2, •••).

It is clear that K is closed convex and is not contained in any proper closed

linear subspace of l2. Klee [10 ] proved that every point of P is a boundary

point. It can be proved that every neighborhood of (0,0, •••) in P is not

compact. The topological classification of all closed convex subsets of an

infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is far from complete.

The hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 lead us to consider the problem: When

is an infinite-dimensional separable Banach space homeomorphic to Z2? Each

of the following separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces P is homeo-

morphic to l2.

(a) P is a u;*-closed linear subspace of the dual space of a normed linear

space.

(b) P is (c0), the space of all sequences converging to 0 with supremum

norm.

(c) P admits an unconditional basis.

(d) P is a closed linear subspace of L(X,p) of all real-valued ¿¿-absolutely

summable functions on a compact metric space X and m is a Borel measure

on X.

5. Periodic homeomorphisms with preassigned set of fixed points. This

section is devoted to Problem II. The main results are Theorems 5.2, 5.3.

Lemma 5.1. Let E be a normed linear space. For every positive integer re,

there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E with 0 as the only

fixed point.

Proof. Let F be a two-dimensional closed linear subspace of P. Then there

exist a closed linear subspace G of P and a homeomorphism hy of P onto

GXF such that M0) = (0,0) andft^x) = (0,x) for all x in P. For each

positive integer re, there exists a homeomorphism of period re of the Euclidean

plane R2 onto itself with 0 as the only fixed point. Since P is topologically

equivalent to P2, there exists a homeomorphism k of period re of P onto P

with 0 as the only fixed point. Define
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A2: GXF^GXF

by

A2(x,y) = ( - x, k(y))    for (x. v) in G X P.

Then A2 is a homeomorphism of period 2ra of G X F onto GX F with (0,0)

as the only fixed point. Hence Af1oA2oA1 is a homeomorphism of period 2re

of P onto P with 0 as the only fixed point.        Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2. Let F be an infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of

a Banach space E. If the characteristic cone of a closed convex body K of F is

not a linear variety of finite deficiency in F then for each positive integer re,

there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E with BdFP as its set

of fixed points. In case E is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then for

each integer ra > 1, there exists a homeomorphism of period ra of E onto E with

K as its set of fixed points.

Proof. Let H be a closed hyperplane in P containing P (in case F = E,

let P be the space P). Let HF be a closed hyperplane in P. HF is a closed

linear subspace of P. Corollary 2.3 implies that there is a homeomorphism

Ai of P onto (H/HF) X HFX (- °o, »). By Theorems 2.5, 2.6, there is a

homeomorphism A2 of HFX (— °°, œ) onto HFX (— °° , °° ) such that A2(P)

= PFX [0, co),A2(BdFP) = HFX )0}. Define A3 of (H/HF)XHFX(- co,co)

onto itself by h3(x,y,t) = (r(x),y, - t) for all (x,y,t) in (H/HF)XHF

X (— co, oo), where r is a homeomorphism of period 2ra of H/HF onto itself

with 0 as the only fixed point. A3 is a homeomorphism of period 2ra of

(H/HF) X HF X ( - 00,00) onto itself with {0 ¡ X HF X j 0 ¡ as its set of

fixed points. Hence Af'o (1 X A2) _1oA3o (1 X A2) 0A1 is a homeomorphism

of period 2re of P onto P with BdFK as its set of fixed points.

Suppose P is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Since F is an infinite-

dimensional closed linear subspace of P, P is isomorphic to P. By a theorem

of Klee [11, p. 33], for each integer ra > 1, there exists a homeomorphism

Ai of period ra of F onto P with (P ~ Int.Cf) = j x G P| || x|| ^ 1 ¡ as its set

of fixed points. On the other hand, there is a homeomorphism A2 of P onto

F such that A2(CF) = P-Int.CF [13]. By Theorems 2.5, 2.6, there is a

homeomorphism A3 of P onto P such that A3(P) = CF. Hence A = A^c^-1

oA!oA2oA3 is a homeomorphism of period ra of F onto P with K as its set

of fixed points. It is clear that A can be used to define a homeomorphism

of period re of P onto P with K as its set of fixed points.        Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.3. Let F be a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a

Banach space E. If K is a closed subset in F then, for each positive integer re,

there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E with K as its set of

fixed points. In case E is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, for each integer
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n > 1, there exists a homeomorphism of period n of E onto E with K as its set

of fixed points.

Proof. Let Q be an open half-space in P such that the bounding hyper-

plane H of Q contains P. By Theorem 3.5, there is a homeomorphism h2

of Q onto Q{JK such that A2(x0 + y) =y for all y in K where x0GQ.

Let hx be a homeomorphism of P onto Q such that hx(y) = x0 + y for all

y in H. Corollary 2.3 asserts that there is a homeomorphism A3 of Q (J K

onto ((77/P) X (0, oo) x F) U ({0} X {0 j X K). Since H/F is an infinite-

dimensional Banach space, by Lemma 3.2, there is a homeomorphism j of

(H/F) X [0, oo) onto (((H/F) - j0|) X (0, oo)) \j ((H/F) X jOj) such that

70e, 0) = (x,0) for all x in H/F. Define

A4: ((H/F)X(0, -)XP)U()0|X ¡0|XP)

^(((77/P) ~ JO}) X (0, oo) X P) U (|0) X (0} X K)

by A4(x,t,y) = (j(x,t),y) for xEH/F, íG[0,»), yGP- It can be proved

that Ä4 is a homeomorphism of ((77/P) X (0, oo) x P) U ({0} X {0} X K)

onto (((P/P)~j0|) X(0, co)xP)U(j0}x ¡0}XX) such that M0,0,y)
= (0,0,y) for all y in K. Define A5 of (((77/P) ~ JO}) X (0, oo) x P)
U ({0} X {0} X K) onto itself by A5(x, t,y) = (r(x),t,y) where r is a homeo-

morphism of period 2n of 77/P onto itself with 0 as the only fixed point ob-

tained by Lemma 5.1. It is clear that /i5 is a homeomorphism of period 2n

with {0} X {0} X K as its fixed-point set. Then the mapping Aj~1oh21oh3~i

oA4"1oA5oA4oA3oA2oAi is a homeomorphism of period 2re of P onto P with

K as its set of fixed points.

If P is an infinite-dimensional Hubert space, then H/F is isomorphic to

P. Hence for each integer n > 1, there exists a rotation r of angle 2ir/n

of H/F onto H/F with 0 as the only fixed point (see [l] or [ll]). Define

h'b of (((77/P)~jO})X(0,oo)xP)U(jO}x J0}xP) onto itself by

K(x,t,y) = (r(x),t,y). Then Af 1oA¡r1oA3~1oA4~1oA5oA4oA3oA2oAi is a

homeomorphism of period n of E onto P with K as its fixed-point set.

Q.E.D.
Remark. In the case when E is an infinite-dimensional Hubert space,

Theorem 5.3 had been proved implicitly by Klee [14].

Corollary 2.3 is not available in the proof of Theorems 5.2, 5.3, when P

is not complete [15]. But if there exists a continuous projection of E onto

P, then P = G X F for some closed linear subspace G in P. Using the

property that P = G X F in place of Corollary 2.3 we can prove the fol-

lowing results.

Theorem 5.4. Let F be a closed linear subspace of finite deficiency in an

infinite-dimensional normed linear space E. Let K be a closed convex body in F.
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(a) If the characteristic cone of K is not a linear variety then for each posi-

tive integer re, there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E with

BdFP as its fixed-point set.

(b) 27 the characteristic cone of K is a linear variety L of infinite deficiency

in F and if there exists a continuous projection of F onto L, then for each

positive integer re, there exists a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E

with BdFP as its set of fixed points.

Theorem 5.5. Let F be a closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in a

normed linear space E such that there exists a continuous projection of E onto

F. For every closed subset K of F and for each positive integer re, there exists

a homeomorphism of period 2re of E onto E with K as its set of fixed points.

Theorem 5.3 leads us to consider the following problem: Given a compact

subset K of an infinite-dimensional topological vector space P, does there

exist a homeomorphism ¿ of P onto P such that ¿(P) is contained in a

closed linear subspace of infinite deficiency in P? Unfortunately, we only

have the following partial result due to Klee [12]. For any given non-

negative integer re and compact subset P of an infinite-dimensional Banach

space P, there exist closed linear subspaces Pi,P2 of P, P = Ly ® L2,

dimL2 = re, and an isotopy f on E such that fx maps K linearly into Ly

and /o is the identity mapping on P. It can be proved that the result is

true even when P is an infinite-dimensional complete metrizable locally

convex topological vector space.
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